TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS

HISTORICAL: Book 2 Page 437 1959
MAP B-419

CONDITION Good. FOUND: Oregon State Board of Forestry Bronze Cap in open field I 1/2" deep. Found 4x9 white cedar post with tag at N88°43'50" W 195.9 feet - post was leaning to the south. Found a tag on the 10" Hemlock at 173.5 feet N87°42' W. Found the 36" Hemlock N84°40' W at 205.1 feet which had no tag.

*10" HEMLOCK IS NOW 32" HEM. (FACE IS OVERGROWN). M.M. 8-12-88

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I Set Concrete and 10" Tile around found Bronze Cap N.W. feet

* 96 " Hat Section N89°44' W 184.30

NEW ACCESSORY: I set over the c/c corner and backsighted the center of the healed over face of the tree at N87°54' W at 173.5 feet. I turned an Interior angle of 32°14' Left and set the hat section.

COMMENTS: Corner is + 250 feet northernly of Gv. Meadors residence and + 150 feet easterly of Mill River Road.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: George W. Urrey
                        Gale Arthur
                        Jim Doehn

DATE: June 1972

PHOTO#: 

* = County corner tag affixed.
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